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Decarbonization plays an important role in future energy systems for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and

establishing a zero-carbon society. Hydrogen is believed to be a promising secondary energy source (energy carrier) that

can be converted, stored, and utilized efficiently, leading to a broad range of possibilities for future applications. 
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1. Introduction

The increase in atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHGs) concentrations has raised concern regarding climate change, which

is currently regarded as the largest global issue that needs to be urgently mitigated. In 2019, the total carbon emitted from

the energy-related sector was approximately 33 Gt-CO  , approximately 87% of the total globally emitted CO .

Moreover, this value is predicted to increase due to increasing global energy consumption. The Kyoto Protocol , which

was signed by 192 countries and entered into force in 2005, was an organized global effort to combat climate change.

This effort was followed by the Paris Agreement  in 2015, which aimed to limit the global average temperature increase

to under 2 °C while actively attempting to limit this increase to 1.5 °C. The strategy to establish a low-carbon energy

system is believed to be crucial for reducing GHG emissions. Several evident efforts have been proposed, including

reducing fossil fuel consumption, increasing the renewable energy share, and decreasing primary energy intensity by

improving energy efficiency . The energy transition considering a strong motivation for fuel decarbonization and an

increase in renewable energy share must be taken seriously for establishing a carbon-free society. Japan and China have

committed to achieving their carbon neutrality targets by 2050 and 2060, respectively .

Recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused several changes in systems, including the energy system. Lower energy

demand during the pandemic has resulted in the reduction of fossil fuel consumption, especially coal , which was

running to half of its capacity by 2020. In addition, the increasing share of renewable energy sources has also

cumulatively added a positive effect on the global energy transition trend . However, energy transition also faces several

challenges, including the storage of renewable energy sources and energy balancing following the fluctuation of

renewable energy sources .

In terms of energy transition, hydrogen is predicted to have a more significant and pivotal role in the future, owing to its

characteristics and applicability. Hydrogen is a carbon-free fuel; hence, its oxidation leads to CO -free utilization, leading

to the actualization of fuel decarbonization. Hydrogen is the most abundant element on Earth, although it is naturally

available in its oxidized state (water). It can be produced from primary energy sources through various conversion

technologies, including thermochemical, electrochemical, and biological routes. In addition, hydrogen is convertible to and

from other secondary energy sources, such as electricity and heat, leading to possible mutual conversion among these

secondary energy sources. Hydrogen utilization covers a broad range of oxidation technologies, including turbine

combustion, internal combustion engines, fuel cells, and fuel mixing . Hydrogen can also be adopted as an effective

energy storage system, such as batteries. Compared to conventional batteries, which have characteristics of self-

discharge and capacity degradation following the storage period and cycle, hydrogen can store the energy for a longer

period, while maintaining its high energy density.

The massive future hydrogen deployment is expected to establish the hydrogen economy, in which hydrogen can be

economically competitive. This massive deployment demands a broad range of hydrogen storage and transportation,

ranging from small scale (e.g., vehicles) to large scale (e.g., power generation). Hydrogen is the lightest substance in this

universe, with a density of 0.081 kg/m  at 27 °C and 1 atm. Hydrogen has an excellent gravimetric energy density with a

lower heating value (LHV) of 118.8 MJ/kg, but it possesses a very low volumetric energy density of approximately 3 Wh/L

at ambient conditions (temperature and pressure of 20 °C and 1 atm, respectively) . These characteristics pose the

largest challenge in hydrogen utilization; therefore, developing and adopting an effective storage method for hydrogen is

crucial. In general, hydrogen can be stored through different storage technologies, including compression, liquefaction,
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adsorption, hydrides, and reformed fuels. Selecting appropriate technologies to store hydrogen is influenced by its

application, transportation mode, storage period, and other conditions .

Among these hydrogen storage systems, liquid hydrogen is considered promising in terms of both gravimetric and

volumetric hydrogen densities, high hydrogen purity, and the possibility for low-pressure storage . Liquid hydrogen was

initially produced in 1898, and its application as a rocket fuel was adopted at the beginning of the 1950s . As the

demand for aerospace and other applications is increasing, the production of liquid hydrogen also increases. Moreover,

the rapid growth of various hydrogen applications, including fuel-cell-based power generators and vehicles, demand high

purity of hydrogen on a large scale , which can be provided by liquid hydrogen-based storage and transportation.

Additionally, liquid hydrogen is considered to be the most feasible storage and distribution method to facilitate the demand

for mobility-based hydrogen considering economy, energy density, and technical issues .

Figure 1 shows the basic supply chain of liquid hydrogen, covering hydrogen production, liquefaction, transportation,

distribution, and utilization. Hydrogen can be produced from various primary energy sources, including conventional fossil

fuels, renewable energy sources, and surplus energy (heat and electricity). This conversion can be conducted through

electrochemical (electrolysis), thermochemical (gasification, pyrolysis, steam reforming, and chemical looping) , and

biological processes (fermentation, biophotolysis, and microbial electrolysis) . The produced hydrogen is then liquefied

before being loaded for transportation. Various transportation options are available, such as sea tankers, trucks, and

railway tankers. Transportation covers long-distance international shipping and domestic distribution. In the utilization

sites, liquid hydrogen is unloaded and regasified before being distributed to small sale consumers.

Figure 1. Basic liquid hydrogen supply chain, covering hydrogen production, liquefaction, transportation, storage,

transportation, and utilization.

However, hydrogen liquefaction is an energy-intensive process. In addition, because of the extremely low temperature of

−253 °C, handling and transporting liquid hydrogen requires advanced technologies and careful handling to minimize

hydrogen loss and hazardous risks. Several technologies for liquefying gaseous hydrogen have been developed,

including storage and transportation.

2. Hydrogen Characteristics
2.1. Hydrogen Properties

Hydrogen is the simplest substance (one proton, one electron, and no neutron), non-toxic, and has no color, odor, or

taste. In addition, at ambient conditions (temperature and pressure of 20 °C and 1 atm, respectively), the hydrogen

molecule is extremely small (van der Waals radius of 120 pm) and about 14 times lighter than air at 2.016 g/mol, and has

a high diffusion rate (0.61 cm /s) and buoyancy . The bombardment of neutrons with hydrogen leads to the formation of

isotopes, including deuterium and tritium, which are radioactive and are utilized in many nuclear devices . The

flashpoint (the temperature at which the fuel generates sufficient vapor amount to facilitate a flame at its surface when the

ignition source exists) of hydrogen is –231 °C, which is the lowest compared to other fuels. As the flashpoint indicates

easy fuel combustion, the very low flashpoint of hydrogen is advantageous because of the possibility of a simpler system

to ignite and combust hydrogen . Table 1 lists the physical properties of hydrogen.

Table 1. Physical properties of hydrogen.

Properties Value Ref.

Molecular weight (g/mol) 2.016

Lower heating value (MJ/kg) 118.8
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Properties Value Ref.

Higher heating value (MJ/kg) 143

Viscosity at 25 °C (cP) 0.000892

Boiling temperature at 1 atm (°C) −253

Melting temperature (°C) −259

Critical temperature (°C) −240

Critical pressure (MPa) 1.3

Density of gaseous hydrogen at 0 °C (kg/m ) 0.08987

Density of liquid hydrogen at −253 °C (kg/m ) 70.85

Density of solid hydrogen at −259 °C (kg/m ) 858

Critical density (kg/m ) 31.2

Heat capacity of gaseous hydrogen at 0 °C (kJ/kg·°C) 14.3

Heat capacity of liquid hydrogen at −256 °C (kJ/kg·°C) 8.1

Heat capacity of solid hydrogen at −259.8 °C (kJ/kg·°C) 2.63

Heat of vaporization at −253 °C (kJ/kg) 447

Heat of fusion at −259 °C (kJ/kg) 58

Thermal conductivity at 25 °C (W/cm·K) 0.018

Ionization energy (eV) 13.5989

Liquid-to-gas expansion ratio at atmospheric condition 1:848

Adiabatic flame temperature (°C) 2107

Research octane number (RON) >130

Thermal conductivity (20 °C, 1 atm) (W/m·K) 0.1825

Specific gravity of gas hydrogen at 20 °C and 1 atm 0.0696

Specific gravity of liquid hydrogen at −253 °C and 1 atm 0.0710

Latent heat of vaporization (kJ/kg) 461  

Figure 2 shows the correlation between hydrogen density and temperature at specific pressures. At ambient pressure (1

atm), hydrogen liquifies at a temperature of −253 °C, leading to a significant increase in its density. Hydrogen has a critical

temperature and pressure of −240 °C and 1.3 MPa, respectively. Increasing the pressure to 1 MPa leads to an increase in

the boiling point, although a similar graph is obtained at 0.1 MPa. When the pressure is increased further and higher than

its critical point, different trends of graphs are shown because there is no latent heat under these supercritical conditions.

Figure 2. Correlation of hydrogen density and temperature under different pressure .

2.2. Comparison of Hydrogen Storage
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Figure 3 shows some possible hydrogen storage options, including compression, liquefaction, hydrides, and adsorption.

In physical storage, hydrogen can be stored through compression and liquefaction in the form of compressed, liquid, cryo-

compressed, and slush hydrogen. In addition, chemical storage converts a broad range of materials to bind or react with

hydrogen. These include hydrides (metal, interstitial metal, complex, and chemical hydrides), liquid organic hydrogen

carriers (LOHC), reformed organic fuels, and hydrolysis. Among these, compression and metal hydrides are considered

efficient methods for small- to medium-scale hydrogen storage . Integrating large-scale energy storage into the

electrical grid has the potential to solve grid problems, including the fluctuation of renewable energy  and storage of

surplus energy.

Figure 3. Hydrogen storage options, including physical and chemical storages.

Table 2 lists the characteristics comparison of several representative hydrogen storage methods, including compressed

hydrogen, metal hydride, LOHC, liquid hydrogen, and liquid ammonia. These four methods are selected due to their

hydrogen storage density, technological maturity, and no involvement of carbon during hydrogen utilization.

Table 2. Brief comparison of representative hydrogen storage technologies .

Properties Compressed
Hydrogen

Metal Hydride
(MgH -10wt%Ni)

Liquid Organic
(C H /C H )

Liquid
Hydrogen

Liquid
Ammonia

Density (kg/m ) 39 (69 MPa, 25
°C) 1,450 769 (1 atm, 20 °C) 70.9 (1 atm,

−253 °C)
682 (1 atm,
−33.33 °C)

Boiling point (°C) −253 - 101 −253 −33.33

Gravimetric hydrogen
density (wt%) 100 7.10 6.16 100 17.8

Volumetric hydrogen
density (kg-H /m ) 42.2  47.1 70.9 120.3

Hydrogen release temp. (°C) - 250 200–400 −253 350–900

Regeneration temp. (°C) - - 100–200 - 400–600

Enthalpy change to release
hydrogen (kJ/mol-H ) - 118 67.5 0.899 30.6

Compression is the conventional and easiest way to store hydrogen. The hydrogen density stored in its compressed form

depends strongly on the storage pressure. Typically, at pressure of 10 MPa, the volumetric density of the storage

hydrogen is 7.8 kg-H /m  (temperature of 20 °C). It increases to 39 kg-H /m  when the pressure is increased to

approximately 69 MPa. Compressed hydrogen is adopted in many applications, including vehicles, hydrogen refueling

stations, and other industrial purposes. To achieve a high density, advanced materials for vessels are required, such as

carbon fiber and glass fiber-reinforced plastics. However, due to manufacturing limitations, the vessel size is also limited.

In addition, because of its high pressure, the permeation of hydrogen gas (permeated hydrogen gas amount) to the vessel

wall becomes larger  leading to higher risk of accelerated embrittlement.

Hydrides for hydrogen storage include metal, complex, chemical, and interstitial metal hydrides. Metal hydrides are

intermetallic compounds formed through a combination of stable hydride-forming elements and unstable-hydride-forming

elements. Common metal hydrides include MgH , AlH , LaNi , and Mn Zn . Metal hydrides have the benefits of

absorption and desorption at constant pressure, moderate temperature operation, and stability and safety during storage
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(possibility of long-term storage) . However, metal hydrides also face several challenges, including limited hydrogen

storage, limited reversibility, packing limitation, thermal management, and heat demand during desorption to release

hydrogen . Furthermore, complex hydrides are generally defined as compounds with the general formula M(XH ) , in

which M and X represent metal cations and metal or non-metal elements that have covalent or iono-covalent bonding with

hydrogen. Complex hydrides include alanates (e.g., LiAlH  (10.4 wt%) and Mg(AlH )  (9.7 wt%)), amide–hydride

composites (e.g., LiNH -2LiH (11.5 wt%)), metal B-based complex hydrides (e.g., LiBH (NH BH ) (18.9 wt%),

Mn(BH ) ·6NH  (14.0 wt%)), and metalorganic hydrides . Additionally, chemical hydrides are a promising option.

Chemical hydrides are lighter than metal hydrides and have higher hydrogen densities. LiH (25.2 wt%), LiAlH (21.1 wt%),

NaBH (21.3 wt%), and NH BH  (19.6 wt%) are promising chemical hydrides . Although these complex and chemical

hydrides have high hydrogen density, they continue to face several problems, including low reversibility, thermodynamic

limitations during dehydrogenation, slow kinetics during hydrogenation and dehydrogenation, and potential evolution of

another product .

Hydrogen can also be stored via adsorption, in which hydrogen molecules are physically bonded through van der Waals

bonding with a material with a large specific surface area. However, as van der Waals bonding is relatively weak (3

kJ/mol-H –10 kJ/mol-H ), gaseous hydrogen must be charged at relatively high pressures and low temperatures  to

achieve a relatively high hydrogen storage density. The pressure during hydrogen charging is 1–10 MPa (depending on

the adsorbent materials and application), while liquid nitrogen is generally adopted as the cooling medium . Several

adsorbents have been developed, including zeolites , metal organic frameworks (MOFs) , porous carbon materials

, and porous polymeric materials . Low adsorbent density, the requirement for additives to enhance heat

conductivity, low volumetric hydrogen density , and requirement for heat management are challenges faced by

hydrogen adsorption. The adsorption is exothermic; therefore, heat removal is required to facilitate a sufficient level of

adsorption .

LOHC is a liquid that can store and release hydrogen reversibly through hydrogenation and dehydrogenation processes,

respectively. The hydrogen density of LOHCs was in the range of 5–7 wt%. Promising LOHCs included toluene

(C H )/methyl cyclohexane (C H ), benzene (C H )/cyclohexane (C H ), naphthalene (C H )/decalin (C H ),

biphenyl (C H )/bicyclohexyl (C H ), and dibenzyltoluene (H0-DBT)/perhydrodibenzyltoluene (H18-DBT) with

hydrogen storage densities of 6.2, 7.2, 7.3, 7.23, and 6.2%, respectively . LOHCs are essentially liquid under

atmospheric conditions (20 °C and 1 atm); therefore, their handling, storage, and transportation are highly convenient. In

addition, it is stable, safe, and compatible with the existing fuel infrastructure . However, LOHCs have disadvantages,

such as low hydrogen density, the large amount of energy required during dehydrogenation, and the need for purification

after dehydrogenation .

Hydrogen can also be physically stored in liquid conditions at a temperature of −253 °C. This liquefaction leads to high

gravimetric and volumetric hydrogen densities of 100 wt% and 70.9 kg-H /m , respectively, which are higher than those of

compressed hydrogen, hydrides, and adsorption-based hydrogen storage. Furthermore, the liquefaction of hydrogen

leads to several possibilities of storage, including liquid hydrogen (at normal pressure), cryo-compression (at elevated

pressure), and slush (suspension with solid) hydrogen. Hydrogen becomes supercritical at temperatures and pressures

higher than −240 °C and 1.3 MPa, respectively. Cryo-compressed storage refers to a combination of cryogenic liquid and

compressed storage . This combination leads to a higher hydrogen storage density than liquid hydrogen, no change in

phase, reduction in evaporation, increase in pressure buildup time, and reduction of boil-off losses . However, the

heat transferred from the surroundings results in evaporation, and the pressure inside the vessel increases accordingly.

When the pressure limit was reached, the boil-off valve opened. Cryo-compressed hydrogen has several challenges, such

as tank design, material, and expensive refueling infrastructure.

Slush hydrogen is defined as a cryogenic suspension of combined sub-cooled liquid and solid hydrogen at a triple point

(−259.3 °C, 7.042 kPa) , and it has a higher gravimetric density (approximately 15–20% higher) than liquid hydrogen

. When the hydrogen slush contains 50% mass fraction of hydrogen solid, the gravimetric density and heat capacity are

increased by 15.5 and 18.3%, respectively, compared to the liquid hydrogen at its boiling temperature. It has a higher

density and heat capacity compared to liquid hydrogen, and is mainly adopted in aerospace rockets as a fuel .

Moreover, slush hydrogen can be achieved through any repeated freeze–thaw process, in which liquid hydrogen is

brought near its boiling point and the pressure is reduced. This results in vaporization of liquid hydrogen, removing the

latent heat, and decreasing its temperature . When the liquid hydrogen is subsequently cooled down and its triple point

is reached, solid hydrogen is formed on the surface of the vaporizing liquid. As the vacuuming is stopped, the pressure

increases, leading to the melting of the formed solid hydrogen before it sinks and is agitated in liquid hydrogen. This

process is repeated.
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Storing hydrogen in the form of organic fuels, including methane and methanol, is considered non-carbon-free, as these

materials involve carbon in their molecules. Among reformed organic fuels, ammonia is also considered promising for

storing hydrogen due to its high hydrogen density (17.8 wt%), availability of infrastructure, wide possibility for utilization

(with and without decomposition), and good storability (liquefaction at pressure of 0.8 MPa and temperature of 20 °C) 

. However, ammonia faces several challenges, including high energy demand during its synthesis, narrow flammability

range (15.15–27.35% and 15.95–26.55% in dry and 100% relative humidity of air, respectively), relatively higher apparent

toxicity (approximately three orders of magnitude higher than methanol), and its potential to generate NO  during its

combustion at high temperatures . In addition, ammonia decomposition to release hydrogen requires a large amount of

energy of 30.6 kJ/mol-H .

Large-scale hydrogen storage demands a high density of hydrogen storage. Liquid hydrogen and ammonia are

considered promising storage methods, considering their hydrogen storage density and utilization. According to Wijayanta

et al. , liquid hydrogen is the most economically competitive when high-purity hydrogen is required during utilization. In

addition, liquid hydrogen remains highly competitive compared to ammonia in many carbon-neutral applications. Liquid

hydrogen is predicted to be applicable for advanced applications demanding high gravimetric energy density, such as

maritime and aviation.
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